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总体体系结构，在客户层重点利用 Java 开源组件 ExtJS、DWR、FusionCharts、
ECSide 等组件之间的相互配合和数据抽取模型，完成与商业数据分析软件类似
的"钻取"和图表结合展现数据功能；在业务逻辑控制层，本文研究了借鉴 Spring
























With the rapid development of computetization all industries, tax computerization 
is constantly promoted. State administrator taxation started to concentrate the tax 
information from a single, scattered utility stage to the integration stage. In recent 
years, due to the sharp expansion in the amount of data, the leaders and managers are 
in an urgent need to effectively deal with massive data and to obtain decision support 
information. In particular, to realize corporate income levy fine control, 
standardization, scientific foundation.only based on the tax administration information 
system, establish a scientific and efficient monitoring data analysis system, realize the 
information and data sharing, to improve the monitoring level of tax and tax 
administration. For this reason, monitoring data system of enterprise income tax 
achieved the features such as inquiry, statistics, analysis, forecast and early warning 
etc. 
This dissertation presented income tax monitoring system requirements analysis, 
design, implementation, testing and deployment. This first analyzes the actual 
situation of data monitoring system using the existing at home and abroad, the data 
monitoring system of enterprise income tax, which is mainly applicable to tax 
management in the province, state and county. In the system，they can query, analysis, 
statistics, early warning. The disseration focuses on MVC model ,the co-operation and 
data extraction model based on the open source Java components such as ExtJS, 
DWR, FusionCharts, ECSide etc to attain "drill" feature and "showing data by 
combining the chart sheet" feature which are similar to the features provided by the 
commercial data analysis softwares; in the business logic layer, this paper 
innovatively use the table to implement the classes and methods inspired by using 
XML to manage the Hibernate class which is provived in Spring. Then the efficiency 
can be improved during the collaboration development procedure by letting the 
system, a new module can be quickly and efficiently insert into; in the data layer, the 
system can extract and store data from scattered heterogeneous network and database 
through the Oracle Transparent Gateway. At the same time, the dissertation also 
implemented a WebLogic cluster deployment, and do pressure tests and then achieved 
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Income tax data monitoring’s function covers all the process of administrator, data 
analysis has been utilized effectively, many problems of income tax have been solved 
in time. The system will provide security for science、technology and computerization 
of income tax management. 
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1.2.1 国外研究发展现状     
意大利拥有 成功、 大的税收信息管理系统——ITIS（Italy Tax Information 
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